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Abstract 
Numerical methods for parabolic PDEs have been studied for many years. A great deal of the research 
focuses on the stability problem in the time integration of the systems of ODEs which result from the spatial 
discrctization. These systems often are stiff and highly expensive to solve due to a huge number of components. 
in particular for multi-space dimensional problems. The combination of stiffness and problem size has led to an 
interesting variety of special purpose time integration methods. In this paper we review such a class of methods, 
viz. explicit Runge-Kutta methods possessing extended real stability intervals. 
Keywords: Parabolic partial differential equations; Runge-Kutta methods 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we review a class of special purpose methods for the time integration of parabolic 
PDEs, viz. explicit Runge-Kutta (RK) methods possessing extended real stability intervals. Following 
the method of lines approach, we assume that the parabolic problem has been converted to a system 
of ODEs, in !Rm say, by means of space discretization. We write this system as 
dU(t) 
-- = F(t, U(t)), O < t::;; T, 
dt 
U(O) = Uo, ( I. I) 
where Uo is a given initial vector and boundary conditions are supposed to be contained in ( 1.1 ). For 
the derivation and stability analysis of the stabilized methods there is no need to specify a particular 
class of PDEs or the space discretization. The only restrictions we assume are (i) the eigenvalues of 
the Jacobian matrix F'(t, U) = oF(t, U)/oU lie in a long narrow strip along the negative axis of the 
complex plane, and (ii) F' ( t, U) is close to normal. These two properties trivially hold if F' ( t, U) 
is symmetric and nonpositive definite, properties frequently encountered when discretizing elliptic 
operators. With regard to (i) it should be noted that the methods remain applicable if eigenvalues exist 
possessing a positive real part. As usual, these eigenvalues are not taken into account in the derivation 
and stability analysis. 
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Stabilized RK methods can be easily applied to large problem classes with only a low memory 
demand. Their advantage, when compared with fully implicit or partly implicit methods, is that they 
do not require the solution of large and complicated systems of nonlinear algebraic or transcenden-
tal equations when solving multi-space dimensional problems. Of course, they do possess a finite, 
real interval for absolute stability. However, this interval is much larger than for standard explicit 
RK methods because the real boundary, denoted by {3( s ), is always of the quadratic form 
f3(s) = c(s)s2, (1.2) 
where sis the number of stages and c(s) is a nearly constant function of s. The quadratic dependence 
emanates from the use of first kind Chebyshev polynomials. Because the scaled stability interval 
(J(s )/ s, which takes into account the work per time step, linearly increases with s, it is attractive to 
take s as large as possible so as to ameliorate the conditional stability. Of course, this is practical only 
up to a point where the CPU costs are still acceptable in comparison with the CPU costs of implicit 
or partly implicit methods. 
We advocate stabilized methods for multi-space dimensional parabolic PDEs which give rise to 
moderate stiffness. Often this will occur for problems whose solutions are of a travelling wave front 
type, as these nonnally require small step sizes to resolve the front. Generally, reaction-diffusion 
systems 
au d 
- = V' (KV'u) + f(u,x,t), u = u(x,t), x E JR, 
at (1.3) 
where f is a modestly stiff reaction term and llKll « 1, can be efficiently solved with stabilized 
methods. For such problems these methods offer a very attractive alternative for standard explicit and 
unconditionally stable implicit ones. In cases where f gives rise to severe stiffness, they also can 
prove useful as part of an operator splitting scheme which treats at any of the grid points the reaction 
part with a standard stiff ODE solver. Likewise, in combination with operator splitting they can prove 
useful for systems of transport-chemistry problems of the advection-diffusion-reaction type 
~~ + V'(au) = V' (K V'u) + f(u,x, t), u = 1L(x, t), x E JRd. ( 1.4) 
Problems of this type play an important role in the modeling of pollution of the atmosphere, ground 
water and surface water and are subject of much current research. 
2. Preliminaries 
Within the explicit RK family the design of stabilized methods is rather special. It is customary 
to construct methods with a maximal order of consistency p for a minimal number of stages s. For 
stabilized methods the greatest interest lies in a maximal stability interval and a low order. A low 
order is more appropriate since for most parabolic PDEs only a modest accuracy is needed. As a rule, 
the accuracy of the spatial discretization is also modest to avoid expensive, fine grids. Another reason 
favouring lower order methods is that the stability constant c( s) of {3( s) decreases for increasing order. 
Hence, given a step size r and spectral radius a(F'(t, U)), for a higher order method a larger s is 
required to meet the absolute stability restriction r<T(F'(t, U)) ~ f3(s). In this paper we will therefore 
restrict ourselves to methods of order of consistency p ~ 2, denoted by 
Yo== L 
Un+i = 
where Cj == 
exact soluti 
The stab 
dU(t) 
dt 
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j-l 
Yj =Un+ T :z=ajzFz, Fz = F(tn +CzT, Yi), I~ j ~ s, (2.1) 
l=O 
Un+I = Ys, 
where Cj = ajo + · · · + ajj-1, T = tn+ 1 - tn denotes the step size and Un is the approximation to the 
exact solution U(t) at time t = tn. 
The stability analysis is carried out for linear systems 
dU(t) dt =MU+ g(t), O < t ~ T, U(O) = Uo, (2.2) 
where M is a symmetric, constant coefficient matrix with nonpositive eigenvalues. From practical 
experience we know that with regard to stability, conclusions and results based on this linear test 
model largely carry over to the nonlinear problem ( 1.1 ), as long as the Jacobian matrix F' satisfies 
the assumptions (i)-(ii) made in Section 1. While the standard absolute stability analysis focuses on 
the error propagation resulting from a perturbation of the initial value U0 , for stabilized RK methods 
with a large number of stages it is also necessary to take into account error propagation over the 
stages within a single integration step. The associated analysis is called internal (numerical) stability 
analysis. 
We will thus examine the stability using the perturbed scheme 
j-l 
~=Un+ T :z=aj1F1 + rj, Fz = F(tn + C[T, Yl), I~ j ~ s, (2.3) 
l=O 
Un+I = Ys, 
where Un denotes a perturbation of Un and rj a perturbation introduced at stage j (e.g., round-off). 
Let en = Un - Un, dj = ~ - Yj denote the errors introduced by these perturbations. For the linear 
system any explicit RK scheme is then easily seen to possess an error scheme of the general form 
j 
dj = Pj(TM) en+ L Qjk(rM)rki 1 ~ j ~ s, (2.4) 
k=I 
where Pj(TM) is a matrix polynomial of degree j and Qjk(TM) one of degree j - k. In particular, 
s 
Cn+l = P8 (TM) Cn + L Qsj(TM)rj. (2.5) 
j=l 
This error scheme gives a complete description of the linear stability. The polynomial Ps is the absolute 
stability polynomial. The polynomials Q sj (I ~ j ~ s) are called internal stability polynomials, as 
they determine the propagation of the stage perturbations rj. 
In the remainder, II· I\ denotes the common (appropriately weighted) Euclidean norm in IR.m or the 
induced spectral norm. Since M is normal, we have 
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llc11+1ll ( \\P,(TM)\\ ll<n\I +I: \\C2-':1(TM)\\ \l·r.1ll 
re! 
=IT ( p, (TM)) llc,, II + I: IT ( q,,i (TM)) llr7 II 
:J='I 
= max \P,(z)\ ll<n\I +I: max \l2sJ(z)\ llr1ll, 
z=c;,\ Z'-"TA ) l 
(2.6) 
where ,\ runs through the spectrum of M and IT denotes the spectral radius. If we satisfy the absolute 
stability condition 
TIT(l\f) :( ;:i(s) = max {-z: :c :( 0, lf,(z)I ~ 1 }, (2.7) 
where ;:; is now taken continuous, then II p, (TM) II ~ l, revealing stability in the Euclidean norm. 
Evidently, 1T(l\!J) is large for paraholic PDEs, so we need stability polynomials }~, with ahsolute 
value ~ I for an interval which is as long as possible on the negative half line. 
With regard to consistency we recall that P,(z) approximates e2 for z ->- 0. In particular, I>,( 
ez + O( zP) for J! ( 2 implies pth order consistency of the RK method for the non linear problem (I. I). 
Hence, for the consistency analysis it suffices to study p, since we restrict ourselves to p = 2. The 
polynomials Pj ( z) play a similar role for e'J z and Y7• 
3. Absolute stability polynomials 
In this section we will review optimal or near-optimal stability polynomials !'., for order Ji := 1 
and p = 2. In later sections particular RK methods will be discussed which generate these stability 
functions. In the remainder f, (::) is denoted by 
P ( ) 2 8 s z = co,s + r:1,,,z + r:2,sZ +- ... -+ 1·.,,_,;; ' 0.1) 
where r·o,s = 1· 1,, = I for f! = I and, in addition, r·2,, = I /2 for f1 = 2. The free coefficients cP arc 
used to maximize the real stability houndary /i(s). 
3. I. Firs/ orda /iol.1·1w111i11/s 
For first order methods the optimal polynomial !\,that is, the polynomial which maximizes /J(s), 
is known. It is given hy the shifted Chchyshev polynomial of the first kind, 
p 
·' 
·· '/', (I t :: ) with/!(.<;) 2s2 , 0.2) 
a result which goes hack to a very early paper by Markoff published in 1892 [21]. As pointed out 
in [18J, its use for parabolic PDEs was first discussed around 1960 in [5,7,41]. For 7~,(:r) various 
representations exist. Mostly used arc 
'f ', ( :i:) co~ ( s arccos ( :r)) , -- I / :r " I , 
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or, equivalently, 
To(x) = 1, T1(:r:) = :r:, T1(x) = 2:rTJ-l(;r)-T1_ 2(:i:), 2 ~ j ( s. (3.4) 
This recursiv~2definiti?n holds ~or_ all complex-valued :r. It trivi~lly follows from (3.3) that IP,(zll ( J 
for z E [-2s , OJ while on this interval P8 alternates s + I times between +I and -1. This latter 
property can be used to prove that the shifted Chebyshev polynomial is unique and optimal (see [ J 2, 
Theorem 4.2.1]). According to [I, Eqs. 15.1.1and15.4.3], T8 (:r:) can also be written as 
1'.(··) _ L8 (-s)i(s)i (I -:r)i <; .l. - --
' (I) · 1 2 , 
i=O 2 i 'l. 
(3.5) 
where, for a E IR, (a)i is defined as (a.)o = I and (a)i =(/(a+ l) ···(a+ i - I) for i ~ I. A simple 
calculation then yields 
co,s = c1,s = l, 
By way of illustration we list 
P2 (z) = I + z + ~ z2 , 
1 - (i - I )2 /s 2 
i ( 2i - l ) 
P.1 ( z) = I + z + 2~ z2 + 7i9 z3' 
p ( "') _ J + ~ + 5 Z2 + I ~3 + I ~4 4 ;... - "-" 32 ill"' 8192"' ' 
Ci-1,s for i = 2, ... , s. 
P ( ) -1 + + .±. 2 + 28 ~> + _16_,,4 + _1_6_ 5 5 z - z 25 z 3 125,:.. 78125 ~ 9765625 z ' 
(3.6) 
(3.71 
and observe that for a given value of s the coefficients c; s rapidly decrease with increasing i, which is 
a prerequisite for a large stability interval. For any fixed i, c;,s tends to the limit value ci = 21/(2i)! 
for s -7 oo. This follows trivially from induction on the limiting recurrence relation for c1 , 
c0 =I, for i ~ l. (3.8) c; = . ( . 1) c;._ 1 
'/. 21-
Consequently, we may deduce the following limiting relation 1 for P,..;(::;) (see also [5]), 
. . 
00 (2z )1 
ltm P,(z) =cos ( V-22) = ~. -( .) 1 , s --7 CXJ L.__, 21 . 
1=0 
(3.9) 
which shows that an RK scheme possessing p., as stability function stands on its own in the sense that 
it cannot be interpreted as the result of a Chebyshev iterative method applied to a standard implicit 
ODE integration formula. From (3.9) it also follows that for s sufficiently large, 
I ~ ' p.,(z) ;:::j e2 - 3 z~ + O(z"'), z -7 0. 
3.2. Second order polynomials 
No explicit analytical solution for truly optimal polynomials seems to be known for orders of 
consistency p ;:: 2. For 11 = 2 there are two approximate polynomials, given in analytic form, for 
1 In a private communication, G. Wanner, Univcrsite de Gcneve, pointed out that this rclatlon t"tillows more directly hy 
inserting into (3.2) and (3.3) the approximation arccos( l - ~:r: 2 )::::: :r. 
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arbitrary s ~ 2. These were derived by Bakker [3] (see also [12]) and Van der Houwen and Sommeijer 
(see [14,18]). The polynomial derived by Van der Houwen and Sommeijer is very close to the optimal 
one and defined by 
P8 (z) = - 2- - _z_rs(cos~+ ~ (i -cos~)), s ~ 2, (3.10) 2-z 2-z s 2 s 
with 
2 s2 2 
/3(s)=( ( / )) 2 ~82 ~0.81s. tan 7r 2s 7r (3.11) 
Numerical computations carried out by Sommeijer have led to the conjecture that, albeit very close, 
the polynomial is not the optimal one. The polynomial earlier derived by Bakker [3] is defined by 
2 1 ( 1 1 ) ( 3z ) Ps(z) = 3 + 3s2 + 3 - 3s2 T.s 1 + s2 - I ' 
2 f3 ( s) ~ 3 ( s2 - 1)' s ~ 2, (3.12) 
and generates approximately 80% of the optimal interval (see Remark 3.2. l ). This is also very good, 
because by increasing s with only about I 0% the same step size as would be allowed by the optimal 
polynomial will yield stability, due to the quadratic behaviour. Following [13,28,39], in the remainder 
we will proceed with the Bakker-Chebyshev polynomial for the second order methods, since this 
polynomial has been extensively tested and also seems to perform even somewhat better due to 
smaller error constants [18]. For an even degree, /J(s) equals ~ (82 - 1) exactly, while for an odd 
degree /3(s) is slightly larger. This follows from the observation that f 9 (z) alternates between * + 3~ 2 
and 1.0 for z between 0 and -~ (s2 - I), while for an odd degree the exact boundary is determined 
by the point z where P.s(z) int~rsects the line -I. This point is slightly smaller than-~ (s2 - 1). 
Following the derivation in the first order case, the coefficients ci,s of P.s are easily found to be 
CO,s = c1,s = I, c2,s = I /2, 
I - ('i - I )2 I s2 
Ci,s = 3 i(2i- l)(l - l/s2 ) Ci-1,s for 'i = 3, ... ,s. 
(3.13) 
In particular, 
P.1 ( z) = l + z + t z2 + i6 z3, 
P4 (z) =I + z + ~z2 + f5 z3 + 2~0 z4, (3.14) 
P ( ) _ 1 + + l z2 + 7 z3 + 1 4 + 1 • 5 s z - z 2 80 160 z 6400 z , 
and the limiting polynomial is given by 
· 2 I ( ~) 2 1 Loo (6z)i hm P8 (z) = 3 + 3 cos v-6z = 3 + 3 -( .) . 
s--+oc • · - · 2•t ! 
i=O 
(3.15) 
Notice that the coefficients are a factor 3i-I larger than in the first order case. For s sufficiently large, 
P8 (z) ~ ez - /5z3 + O(z4), z-+ 0, 
which shows that the Bakker-Chebyshev polynomial possesses a small error constant. 
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Remark 3.2.1. In 1972, Riha [25] proved existence of truly optimal polynomials for arbitrary orders 
of consistency p ~ 1. The polynomials are found in the form of a solution of a certain generalized 
Chebyshev differential equation. This solution does not seem to be computable however for p > 1. 
In the same period, coefficients of approximate polynomials were computed numerically, for various 
orders and number of stages. Specifically, for p ~ 4 and s ~ 5 in [24], for p = 2 and s ~ 10 in [22] 
and for p ~ 4 and s ~ 10 +pin [10]. These approximate results are useful since they have resulted 
in accurate estimates of the optimal fJ(s)-values (see [12] for more details), 
f3(s) = cp(s)s2 ass-+ oo, where c2(s) ~ 0.82, c3(s) ~ 0.49, c4 (s) ~ 0.34. (3.16) 
Apparently, cp( s) decreases with the order. Hence for a higher order method a larger number of stages 
is required to meet the stability condition. This of course diminishes the advantage of the higher order. 
However, the greatest drawback of the approximate polynomials constructed in [10,22,24] is their lov 
degree. A low degree limits practical use, as this prevents full exploitation of the quadratic behavio1 
of fJ ( s). Finally it is of interest to mention that [I 0,22] used least square techniques for the computatic 
of coefficients. These techniques become sensitive for instabilities if the degree is increased. In [35 J 
for a class of related stabilized three-step RK methods, coefficients of approximate polynomials were 
computed (up to a degree 12) using an optimization technique based on linear programming. 
Although analytically given polynomials are to be preferred, still interest exists in computing optimal 
or near-to-optimal polynomials numerically. In a private communication, G. Wanner, Universite de 
Geneve, pointed out that the Remes' algorithm can be naturally used for computing coefficients of 
optimal polynomials. He mentioned results up to a degree 24. Numerical instability prevents a higher 
degree. In the second printing of [8], which is currently prepared, this use of the Remes' algorithm 
will be illustrated. Also in a private communication, V.I. Lebedev, Russian Academy of Sciences, 
brought [20] to the authors attention. In this paper coefficients of optimal second order polynomials 
are computed up to a degree 81. Exact formulas for these polynomials exist in the form of elliptic 
functions [21]. For the coefficient c2 ( s) Lebedev reports the value 0.821842. 
3.3. Damping 
Of practical importance is to slightly modify Ps so as to introduce a little damping for the higher 
harmonics. Adopting the choice made in [13], we will thus replace the first order, shifted Chebyshc 
polynomial (3.2) by 
Ts(wo) 
wi = T~(wo)' (3.1 
when appropriate. The parameter w0 > 1 is called the damping parameter and the parameter w1 has 
been chosen such that for any wo we have P~ (0) = 1, implying first order consistency. With the 
exception of a small neighbourhood of z = 0, P8 (z) now alternates between T8- 1(wo) and -T8- 1(wo) 
for z E [-fJ(s),O], and the stability boundary fJ(s) is now defined by the equality wo + w1z = -1. 
A convenient choice for the damping parameter wo is wo = 1 + E / s2, where E is a small positive 
number. Then, by using the derivative values T~(l) = s2 , T~'(l) = 1s2 (s2 - 1), a simple calculation 
yields, 
/3(s) = (wo + l)T~(wo) ~ (2 - :!c.)s2. (3.18) 
Ts(wo) 3 
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A suitable choice ·fore is 0.05: Since Ts- 1 ~ 1 - e, this yields about 5% damping with only a very 
little decrease of f3(s) to~ 1.93s2• Observe that for z close to zero, where x = w0 + w 1z > 1, Ts.is 
defined by Ts(x) = cosh(sarccosh(x)). · 
In a similar manner, the second order Bakker-Chebyshev polynomial is damped, 
Ps(z) =as+ bsTs(wo + w1z), 
T~(wo) 
w1 = T~'(wo), as= 1 - bsTs(wo), 
with /3(s) now defined by 
T~'(wo) 
bs = (T~(wo))2' 
/3( ) = (wo+l)T~'(wo) ,....,~( 2 -l)(l-..£.) 
s T~ ( wo) ,...., 3 s 15 e . 
For this polynomial, e = 2/13 yields~ 5% damping (a5 + b5 ~ 1 - e-/3) with a reduction in /3(s) 
of about 2%. The code RKC used in a numerical experiment in Section 7 is based on this damped, 
second order stability polynomial. 
A positive effect of damping is that the stability region S = [z: Re(z) ~ 0, IPs(z)I ~ 1], contains 
a genuine narrow strip along the negative half line. Without damping the boundary of S touches the 
negative half line. In applications this may be too restrictive, for example if due to a boundary condition 
Fig. 1. The stability region S of the first order damped stability polynomial Ps. 
Fig. 2. The stability region S of the second order damped stability polynomial Ps. 
,~-.. -
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eigenvalues exist with a small imaginary part. Generally speaking, a genuine stability strip along the 
negative axis makes the approach also more robust for nonlinear problems for which the linear stability 
theory is too much of a simplification. Figs. I and 2 illustrate S for s = 5 for, respectively, order p = I 
and p = 2 with the damping specified above. Fig. 2 shows a real boundary slightly larger than 16.0, 
which is in contradiction with expression (3.20). This is due to the use of the odd degree 5 as already 
pointed out in the discussion of expression (3.12). To the best of our knowledge, the widening of S 
through damping was suggested for the first time by Guillou and Lago [7]. In fact, for the first order 
case they also proposed formula (3.17). 
4. The diagonal and factorized method 
Having selected stability polynomials, we are now ready to construct RK methods generating these 
polynomials. The explicit RK method which has all coefficients ajl equal to zero except those on the 
first subdiagonal of the lower triangular Butcher matrix (071 ), is called the diagonal method: 
Yil =Un, 
Yj = U11 + Tlljj--1F(t 11 + Cj-IT, Yj-1), l ~ j ( .s, 
Un+I = y,. 
By defining 
_ Cs+ 1-j,s 
0;;-·1 -
· · Cs-j,s 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
the method generates the stability polynomial (3 .1) for which any of the choices discussed can be 
made. This method is simple and requires a minimum amount of storage and has therefore been 
considered quite extensively [12}. However, the method is of limited practical use as it is severely 
internally unstable. 
This follows immediately from the internal stability polynomial C2sJ which is easily found to be 
( ) ·(") - . . .,8-) ~S) /,, - Ls-:J,.S'" 1 j = I, ... , s. ( 4.3) 
The rapid growth of [z["-.J for [z[ E [O, f)(s)] renders the diagonal method useless for approximately 
s;:?: 12. To illustrate this, we substitute the limiting value Cs-j = 2s-j /(2s - 2j)! for the first order 
case and z = -{-J(s) = -2s2, which yields 
(2s )2s--:2j 
l<r~.i(-tJ(s))I ~ (? _ 1 ,.),. 
-8 -J . 
(4.4) 
Hence, for j small, that is for the early stages, we get growth factors of~ (2s)2 8 /(2.s)!, which are 
to be multiplied by the machine precision of the computer used. They increase so rapidly with ..., that 
in actual application only a limited number of stages can be used. For example, for s = 12 we have 
~ I Q9 so that with a machine precision of 14 digits at most 5 digits remain. Although the above 
upper estimate is a conservative one. the internal accumulation of rounding errors observed in actual 
computations [ 12,35] is in line with this estimate. 
Of similar simplicity as the diagonal method is 
, 
' r: 
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Yo= Un, 
Yj = YJ-1 + Tajj-tF(tn + Cj-tT, Yj-1), 1 ~ j ~ s, 
Un+l = Ys. 
This method is called the factorized method, since its stability function is 
s 
Ps(z) = IT (l + a11-1z). 
j=l 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
Identification with a suitable polynomial possessing real zeros thus immediately defines the factorized 
method. For example, this is possible for the first order polynomial (3.17) which is factorized as 
Ps(z) =IT (1 + 1 wi/(~ ) z). 
j = l 1 - wo COS 2s 7r 
(4.7) 
However, the factorized method is not recommended for practical use either, since it also suffers from 
severe internal instability. This can be overcome by using special orderings of zeros [6]. But since 
the ordering depends on s, we consider this approach too cumbersome. Notice that the second order 
polynomial (3.19) possesses complex conjugated zeros, which means that the factorized method as it 
stands cannot be based on (3.19). For linear problems the factorized approach based on (4.7) was also 
proposed in [7]. The internal stability problem, however, is not mentioned in that paper. 
5. The method of Lebedev 
Extensive research into stabilized, explicit methods has also been carried out by Lebedev and co-
workers ([19] and references therein). The notation used in [19] differs from our general notation (2.1 ). 
Partly adopting their notation, their main scheme is given by 
Yk+1/2 =Uk+ hk+1TF(tk, Uk), 
Yk+t = Yk+t/2 + hk+1TF(tk+1/21 Yk+1;2), 
Uk+I = yk+I - 'Yk+I (Yk+l - 2Yk+l/2 +Uk), 
tk+l/2:::: tk + hk+[T, 
tk+I = tk+l/2 + hk+JT, (5.1) 
where k = O, ... ,N- 1. Hence the full integration step proceeds from (to,Uo) to (tN,UN) using 
N times two consecutive forward Euler steps with step size hk+I T followed by a correction step. The 
step size for the full step equals T, imposing that 2h1 + · · · + 2hN = 1. The scheme can of course be 
written as an s-stage RK method with s = 2N. 
The coefficients hk+ 1, 'Yk+ 1 are again used to determine large real absolute stability boundaries. 
For this purpose the stability polynomial 
N 
P2N(z) =IT [(1 + hkz)2 - 'Ykhkz2 ], (5.2) 
k=I 
is identified with a suitable polynomial to define first and second order methods, in a similar way 
as for the factorized method. A difference is that we here have a factorization into quadratic terms 
which enables an identification with polynomials possessing complex conjugated zeros. Like for the 
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factorized method, an appropriate ordering of zeros is needed for ensuring internal stability. This makes 
the construction of the schemes cumbersome since no best ordering exists for all stages. 
. Th~ quadratic f~ctorization exploits the fact that zeros of even degree stability polynomials appear 
m pall"s, m a certam way. We will illustrate this for the first order method which is based on the first 
kind Chebyshev polynomial. According to [19], let us suppose that the factored form of the stability 
polynomial P2N can be written as 
P2N(z) = h.N (1 + 1 _hod z) = IT (1 + 1 ho 1 z) (1 + ho z)' 
k.= I a k k= l - a.( k I - adk' 
(5.3) 
where dk' = -elk and k' is determined by k. An elementary calculation then shows that (5.3) can be 
written in the form (5.2) if we define 
ho 
hk = ) ' I - a2 d1,, (5.4) 
Now consider the factorization ( 4.7) of the damped, first kind Chebyshev polynomial (3.17) with .s = 
2N. It immediately follows that this factorization fits in the form (5.3) and with the coefficients 
l ~ (2k - 1 ) 
'Yk = wo2 cos- --wn , 
h _ w1/wo 
k - I - __!., cos2 (2k-l n)' 
wo- 4N 
k = l, ... ,N, (5.5) 
the Lebedev method (5.2) possesses (3.17) as stability polynomial. For details on the specific ordering 
for k, as required for internal stability, we refer to [ 19] and the references therein. 
The definition of hk, /k for the second order methods is based on a so-called Zolotarev polynomial. 
Part of their derivation is done in a numerical way, which means that hk, ''fk are not known in closed 
analytical form. This derivation requires a more lengthy discussion than in the first order case and is 
omitted here. Observe that also the Bakker-Chebyshev polynomial (3.19) can be used to define hki /~·· 
The methods have been implemented in a variable step size FORTRAN code, called DUMKA, the 
performance of which has been illustrated for a few test examples [ 19]. A comprehensive comparison 
with Sommeijer's code RKC discussed in Section 7 seems of interest. 
6. The RKC method 
To overcome the internal instability problem, Van der Houwen and Sommeijer [ 13] developed a 
class of RK methods which is based on the three-term Chebyshev recursion (3.4). They derived first 
and second order methods for which all coefficients are given as analytical expressions and which 
can be used for any (practical) value of s. These methods are called Runge-Kutta-Chebyshev (RKC) 
methods. In this section we discuss their derivation [ 13] and their internal stability and full convergence 
properties [39]. 
6.1. Derivation 
The main idea of [13] is to construct the method in such a way that all polynomials Pj belonging to 
the intermediate stages (cf. the error scheme (2.4)) are defined by the three-term Chebyshev recursion 
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in such a way that at the final sth stage a selected stability polynomial Ps results. Thus the Ansatz is 
made that all Pj (0 ::;; j ::;; s) are of the form 
Pj(z) =aj+bjTi(wo+w1z), a..i = 1-b.iT.i(wo), (6.1) 
with P8 being one of the earlier derived stability polynomials. This means that wo, w 1 and b.., are 
defined and that the parameters bj are as yet undetennined for 0 ::;; j < s. We will tacitly assume 
that P8 is one of the damped stability polynomials from Section 3.3. As already indicated, damping 
is important in actual applications. By imposing damping the stability region will contain a genuine 
narrow strip along the negative real axis. 
Imposing the three-term recursion (3.4), and using the property P1 (0) = 1, it follows that the P1 
satisfy 
PcJ(z) = 1, 
P1(z)=l +/Liz, (6.2) 
P.i (z) = ( 1 - µj - VJ)+ µj Pj-1 (z) + vjPj-2(z) + /L.iPj-1 (z)z + ;yjz, j = 2, ... , s, 
where 
'jJ.1 =b1w1, 
2bj'W() -bj - 2bJWI - -
µj = -b--, Vj = -b-, µ.J = -b--, /j = -a1-1Pj1 
j-1 j-2 1-I 
(6 . .3) 
j = 2, ... 's. 
From the relations for Pj we now deduce the RKC method for the general nonlinear problem ( 1.1 ) 
by associating Pj with the intermediate RK approximation Yi and the occurrence of .z with a function 
evaluation. This yields the scheme 
Yo= Un, 
Y1 =Yo+ Jl,1rFo, 
Yj = (I - µj - vJ)Yo + µj YJ-1 + vj YJ-2 + /LjTF'_j-1 + ;yjTF(J, j = 2,. .. , s, 
Un+I = Y~, 
which is immediately recognized as an s-stage explicit RK method. 
The free parameters b.i are chosen as follows. In the first order case, 
b.i=T-:- 1(wo), :i=O, ... ,s. 
.J 
This implies 
Cs= 1. 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
In the second order case the free parameters bj can be chosen such that ~i is of second order too for 
2 ~ j ::;; s [28]. Hence the expansion 
P1 (z) = I + lyw1Tj('wo) z + !bfWTTj'(wo)z2 + O(z3), j = I, .. ., s, 
must be matched with Pi (z) = I + ciz + (c.Jz) 2 /2 + O(z3 ). An elementary calculation yields 
T_j' (wo) 
/J.i = (T'(wo))2, :i = 2, ... 's . 
.1 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
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Then 
_ T,~(wo) Tj'(wo) ~ j2 - I 
Cj- ~-- (2(.f(s-1), T.~' ( wo) Tj (wo) s2 - 1 Cs = I. (6.9) 
For j = l only first order is possible of course, which yields some freedom. As in [28] we put 
bo = b1, 
so that 
(6.10) 
(6. l l) 
The first and second order damped RKC methods we recommend are now defined. Note that the 
original second order method from [ 13] is different from the one chosen here. The main difference is 
that in [ 13] all intermediate approximations YJ are of order one. The current choice is to be preferred, 
although with respect to accuracy and convergence no essential difference exists, as we will see later. 
6.2. Internal stability 
By applying the RKC method to the linear system (2.2), perturbing it in a similar way as we did 
with the RK method in Section 2, but now with perturbations Pj, we find the error scheme [39] 
s 
Cn+I = Ps(T M) Cn + L Qsj(rM)fj, 
j=I 
where 
bs ( ) CJsj(z) = -88 -j WO+ W1Z , bj .i=l, .. .,s, 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
Si. ( :r) being the ith degree Chebyshev polynomial of the second kind. For any of the choices for 
b1 made, one can prove that if TO'(M) ( /3(s), 
II II bq ( 4 Qd(rM) :::::;; b'/s-.i+l)(l+Cc), .i=l, ... ,s, (J.I) 
where c determines the damping as defined in Section 3.3 and C is a constant of moderate size 
independent of M, r, 8. Consequently, if rrr(M) ( {:i(s), 
l\en+1 II~ llenll + t ~s (s - .i + 1) (1 + Cc)llP.Jll-
j=l J 
(6.15) 
For both the first and second order method, with and without damping, examination of the parameters 
f;j then leads to the error bound 
s 
j[cn+1 II ( [[cnll + CL(s - .i + l)[[f.Jll ( llcnll + &s(s + l)Cmyx llPJ[I, (6.16) 
.J=I 
where C is again a constant of moderate size independent of M, T, s. 
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The following important conclusion can be made. Within one integration step the accumulation 
of internal perturbations, such as round-off en-ors, is independent of the spectrum of A1 as long 
as TCT(!vl) :o:;; /3(s). This obviously is a tremendous improvement over the diagonal and factorized 
methods. The estimate says that perturbations grow at most quadratically with the number of stages s. 
A numerical experiment in [39] shows that in actual computation this quadratic growth indeed takes 
place. For rounding errors this causes no problem at all. For example, if s = 1000, which for a serious 
application of course is a hypothetical value, the local perturbation is at most ~ 106 max \If j \I- If the 
machine precision of the computer is about 14 digits, a common value, this local perturbation still 
leaves 8 digits for accuracy which for PDEs is more than enough. 
Interestingly, unbounded accumulation of round-off errors for the related three-term Chebyshev 
iterative method for elliptic problems does not occur. Woiniakowski [40] has proved that this accu-
mulation is bounded and proportional to the condition number of the matrix under consideration. See 
also Appendix B of the preprint 2 to this paper, where an alternative, self-contained proof of this result 
is presented. 
6.3. Full convergence 
The property of internal stability has been shown to be of practical importance in connection with 
accumulation of round-off errors. In this section we will show, through results from a convergence 
analysis, that internal stability also plays a crucial role for the accuracy of the method. The analysis 
reveals that quadratic growth of local perturbations is natural, in the sense that it transfers local stage 
truncation errors to the final stage just in the right amount for obtaining the order of convergence 
one expects. The convergence analysis deals with the full error, that is, the difference between the 
solution of the original PDE problem and the RKC solution. The analysis is akin to the B-convergence 
analysis from the stiff ODE field [4] and establishes unconditional convergence under the assumption 
that ur(M) :o:;; (J(s) [39]. The term unconditional refers to the usual asymptotic assumption that T 
and a grid size parameter h are allowed to tend to zero simultaneously and independently of each 
other. It is emphasized that this is unusual for an explicit method. For the RKC method we can obtain 
unconditional convergence since Ta(M) is allowed to become arbitrarily large, stability being achieved 
by taking s sufficiently large. Taking s sufficiently large in the convergence analysis is possible because 
the method is internally stable. 
Consider a semi-discrete, linear PDE problem of type (2.2), 
d'Uh ( t) ( ) ( ) ( ) T 
"df = .l\!fJi'Uh t + Yh I. + <t1i t , 0 ( t ( , (6.17) 
where u1i ( t) denotes the exact PDE solution, restricted to a space grid, and ah ( t) the local space 
truncation error on this grid. Let c11 = '11.h(tn)- Un be the global en-or on this grid and rj (1 :o:;; j ( s) 
the stage truncation errors obtained by substituting u1i into the RKC method (6.5). That is, 
uh(tn + C1T) = ·u1i(tn) + iJ,1TFo + r1, 
uh(tn + CjT) =(I - µj - Vj) uh(tn) + µj'u1i(tn + Cj-IT) + VjUh(tn + Cj-2T) (6.18) 
+/J,jTFj-\ +1jTFo+rj, j =2, ... ,s, 
2 J .G. Vcrwer, Explicit Runge-Kutta methods for parabolic partial differential equations, Report NM-R9602, CW!, 
Amsterdam. 
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where Fj = l\.huh(tn +cjT) +gh(tn +c1T ). Because (6.18) can be viewed as a perturbed RKC method, 
where the perturbations f J have been replaced by the local errors r.i, bounds for the global error can 
be obtained by properly estimating rj and using internal stability results. 
Following [39], we will illustrate this for the undamped first order scheme (6.4) defined by 
1 2 /J,1 - - µj = 2, l/j = -1, µ - 11· = 0, 
- s2' J - s2' 2 ~ j ~ 8. (6.19) 
Let uh E C2 [0, T]. From (6.18) and the Taylor series expansion of Ufi, ·uh at the intermediate step 
points tn + Cj- l T, it follows that 
Tj = T 2Pj + T/j,jah(tn + C1-1T), 1 ~ j:::;.:; s, (6.20) 
where the remainder terms PJ are given by 
- l 2 (2) ( ) PI - 2C1Uh tn , 
_ I ( )2 (2) I ( 2. m PJ - 2 Cj - Cj-1 'Uh (t.) + 2 Cj-2 - Cj-t) Uh (t.), 
(6.21) 
with t. denoting some point E [tn, tn+ t]. Since CJ = j2 / s2, 
Cj - Cj-l = s-2(2j - 1) ~ 2s- 1, 1:::;.:; j ~ s, (6.22) 
so that we easily find 
llr1ll ~ 4: (r max jju~2)(t)jj + ~ max !lah(t)I!), 1:::;.:; j:::;.:; s. 
s- tn~t~tn+I - tn~t~tn+I 
(6.23) 
Inserting these bounds into (6.16) and adding up yields the desired convergence result, 
llenll ::S;; C (T max i!u~2) (t) II + max l!ah(t) 11), n = I, 2, ... ; nT:::;.:; T. 
O~t~T O~t~T 
(6.24) 
C is again a moderately sized constant independent of M, 1, s. Apparently, the s2-growth of the local 
errors within a single step does not harm the convergence, since each local e1Tor rj is proportional 
to s-2 . 
For the undamped second order scheme (6.4) defined by (6.4), (6.8) and (6.10), the derivation of 
the global error bound is more complicated due to the fact that stage one is only first order consistent. 
For brevity we therefore only give the bound and refer to [39] for its derivation, 
llenll ~ c(~ max !lu~2)(t)I! +T2 max l!u~')(t)I! + max !lah(tJ!i)· (6.25) 
s- O~t~T O~t~T O~t~T 
The first order consistency of stage one introduces the 0( 1 )-term. Hence for s small we actually 
have first order convergence. However, in application s is sufficiently large to render this 0( T )-term 
negligibly small, which means second order convergence in practice. In this connection it is of interest 
to also present a bound for the original second order scheme from [ 13], since here all intermediate 
stages are only first order consistent. Hence this scheme is expected to possess a larger 0( T )-term in 
the global error. For the undamped case (wo = 1), defined by (6.4) and 
3 - 1 
WJ = -?--1, µ1 = 2• 
s- - s 
l/j = -1, 
_ 4 2s2 + 1 
'/'j = - s2 2s2 - 2' 
(6.26) 
2:::;.:; j ~ s, 
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we found 
(6.27) 
The 0( T )-term is indeed a factor s larger. Consequently, the original second order scheme from [ 131 
will normally be somewhat less accurate, but for s sufficiently large the difference in accuracy will 
not be noticeable. Finally we wish to emphasize that these convergence results are also valid in the 
presence of damping. 
6.4. Related work on RKC methods 
In Section 3 we have shown that the limiting RKC method for s --+ oo differs from a standard, 
implicit integration method. This raises the question, why not adopt the iterative approach and apply 
existing three-term Chebyshev iteration to an appropriate implicit method. We address this question 
in Appendix A of the preprint 3 to this paper. Apparently, for parabolic problems the iterative Cheby-
shev approach should be used with care. The technique can be used however to constmct explicit 
integration formulas with similar stability characteristics as the RKC method. Van der Houwen, Som-
meijer and de Vries [15-17] have derived predictor-corrector methods with extended stability regions 
along the negative axis. By using a multistep fonnula and adjusting free parameters, it is possible 
to obtain a higher order of consistency and even larger real stability boundaries than for the one-
step RKC method. This obviously renders the predictor-cmTector methods in theory more promising. 
However, an actual accuracy-efficiency comparison with the one-step RKC methods has not been 
given (15-17]. 
The predictor-corrector methods can be interpreted as multistep, s-stage RK methods. Particular 
two-step and three-step, s-stage RK methods with extended stability regions along the negative axis 
were studied earlier by Verwer [33-38]. The methods investigated in [33-37] (see also [26]) are 
still of diagonal type for the RK part and suffer from the internal instability phenomenon discussed in 
Section 4. The number of stages is therefore limited to 12. The methods from [36,38] were constmcted 
along the same lines as the one-step RKC methods from [13] and share their favourable internal stability 
properties. As in [ 13], the order p is restricted to one and two. The corresponding stability boundaries 
{Jp( s) are notably larger than in the one-step case. Table I compares these values, for appropriately 
chosen damping parameters. 
Table I 
order I-step 2-slep 3-step 
1.94 s2 3.58 s2 5.17 s 2 
2 0.65(s2 -l) 1.19 s 2 2.32 8 2 
'J.G. Verwer, Explicit Runge-Kutta methods for parabolic partial differential equations, Report NM-R9602, CW!, 
Amsterdam. 
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A numerical comparison between the methods from this table has been reported in [28]. Despite 
the smallest ,6-value, this comparison is in favour of the second order one-step formula owing to its 
smaller truncation errors. Of course, in test cases where the step size is really determined by stability, 
or when the spatial error would dominate accuracy, the first order three-step formula would come out 
as the most efficient one. The report [28] presents also results for linearized schemes, adopting ideas 
from [29]. When using linearization the three-step schemes turn out to be superior. 
7. Numerical illustration 
Sommeijer [30] has developed a FORTRAN (research) code based on the second order formu-
las (6.4 ), (6.4), (6.8) and (6.10). Recall that the corresponding stability polynomial is precisely the 
damped, second order Bakker-Chebyshev polynomial (3.19) using the value E = 2/ 13 mentioned 
there. This code is also called RKC and is provided with a local e1Tor estimator and variable step size 
control, as is customary for ODEs. It adjusts the number of stages .s al'tomatically so as to satisfy 
in each integration step the absolute stability condition Ta(F') ( /:i(s). Hence T is selected by the 
local error estimator and is not restricted by stability. RKC thus works as an unconditionally stable 
code. Owing to the explicitness, it uses only 6 arrays for storage, consists of only about 200 lines 
of FORTRAN and is very easy to use. The user has to provide an upper estimate of a(F'), which 
is usually no problem. The spectral radius estimation could also be carried out automatically using 
the power method at a marginal increase in overhead [37]. In this section we will apply RKC to a 
diffusion-reaction problem of the type mentioned in the introduction. The numerical performance of 
the RKC method has been illustrated before in [28,29,31,32,39]. More numerical experiments carried 
out with the code RKC can be found in [9]. 
The diffusion-reaction problem stems from combustion theory and has been bo1TOwed from [2,31]. 
The (hotspot) problem is a scalar 2D model for a reaction of a mixture of two chemicals, defined by 
'llt = d!iu + f ( 1L), f ( n) = ~ (I + et - u )e8 (I - I /n), 0 < :i:, y < 1, t > 0, (7. I) 
with the initial condition n(:r;, y, 0) = I, 0 ( :r, y ( 1, and fort > 0 the zero Neumann condition for 
:i: = 0 and y = 0 and the Dirichlet condition n(:r:, y, t) = I for x = 1 and y = I. The parameter values 
are d = 1, o: = I, 8 = 20, R = 5. The solution u represents the temperature of the mixture. For 
small times u gradually increases in a circular region around the origin. Then ignition occurs, causing 
n to suddenly jump from near unity to 1 + a, while simultaneously a reaction front is formed which 
circularly propagates towards the outer Dirichlet boundaries. When the front reaches the boundary, a 
steady state results. In [31] the diffusion coefficient d = 0.1 which yields a steeper front. Here we 
select d = 1 [2] to better illustrate the use of RKC. For d = I the ignition occurs at t ~ 0.30, while 
the front arrives at the Dirichlet boundaries at t ~ 0.36. 
RKC is a natural candidate for the numerical integration. First, the travelling reaction front limits 
the step size of any integration scheme, be it implicit or explicit. Second, the problem becomes locally 
unstable in the course of time because f('U) varies between~ +1,000 (for u ~ 1.6) and -5,500 
(for u ~ 2.0). Consequently, irrespective the integrator used, rather small step sizes are required to 
maintain sufficient accuracy in the transient phase, especially during the ignition. Only during the start 
phase and in the near approach to steady state can the step size be increased to a level fully justifying 
an implicit method. The following experiment serves to illustrates this. 
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Fig. 3. The number of stages s as a function of the step index. 
Table 2 
tol error steps rejected f-evals average 
10-4 6.8. 10-2 141 7 1,790 12.7 
10-s 1.6. 10-2 278 0 2,373 8.5 
10-fi 3.2. 10-3 638 0 3,731 5.8 
10-7 5.7. 10-4 1,480 6,495 4.4 
The problem is discretized on a uniform grid with grid size 10-2, using second order central 
differences for the Laplacian and the Neumann boundary conditions. This results in 104 unknowns. 
The spectral radius a(F') is estimated as 9.0 · 104 for all t. Hence the required number of stages sand 
the step size T relate as s ~ f372ft l. Fig. 3 shows the values of s for an integration over the interval 
[O, 0.5], using T = 10-4 as initial step size and tol = 10-4 as local error tolerance (see [30] for details). 
We see that s becomes quite large in the start phase and in the near approach to steady state. At the onset 
of the front when the ignition occurs and during its propagation to the boundary, a notably smaller r 
is required resulting in much lower values for s. The total number of integration steps amounts to 203, 
including 10 rejected ones. The total number of derivative evaluations is 2,803, yielding an average s 
of ~ 14. Taking into account that there is no overhead whatsoever, these numbers clearly illustrate the 
effectiveness of the stabilized explicit approach (see also the table below). For example, any explicit, 
second order, 2-stage method allows a maximal step size of ~ 2/9 · l 0-4 to ensure absolute stability. 
This would require at least 45,000 derivative evaluations over the interval [O, 0.5]. 
Table 2 shows for tol = 10-4 (! 0- 1) 1o-7 with r = 10-4 as initial step size, the absolute time 
integration error at t = 0.32 in the root mean square sense, as well as the numbers of integration 
steps, rejected steps, /-evaluations and average number of /-evaluations. By time integration error we 
mean the ODE error, i.e., the difference between the true, semi-discrete solution and the RKC solution. 
Hence spatial discretization errors are not taken into account here. The low accuracies in comparison 
with the values of tol originate from two sources. At time t = 0.32 the local instability and the sudden 
ignition still dominate the temporal solution behaviour. This sort of behaviour will cause relatively 
large global errors for any integrator. Further, the second order code uses an error per step control and 
-----
1 
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as pointed out at page 350 in [27], this results in a tol213 global error behaviour. This error behaviour 
indeed can be recovered from the table. 
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